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Soul Traders:

150 Years of Peddling Adventures

'Money,' as Cyndi Lauper once sang, 'changes everything.' And she
should know, since she spent the latter part of the 1970s a self

declared bankrupt working in the New York thrift store Screaming Mimi 's.
Money Changes Everything wasn't her tune but somehow the song fitted her
like a threadbare satin glove. Talk of love is all very well, it suggests, but
should the opportunity come along to hitch your wagon to a more
upholstered star then forego love, and grab the cash. Only the young can
do poor with any kind of grace.

Cyndi, who became a mega-star~and made millions, is on my mind
because I recently chanced upon an article about the commercialisation of
alpinism written by Steve Dodd, for which I had written a cover line. In the
tricksy way sub-editors have, I had chosen the song title Money Changes
Everything to match the elegiac attitude struck by Dodd as he trawled the
Chamonix scene for examples of how commercialisation was throttling
the quixotic soul of mountaineering.

The article, published almost 15 years ago, used as its frame the old
school wisdom of the Chamonix guide Philippe Grenier who was distinctly
queasy about the direction his compatriots were taking in their zest for
media attention. 'I want to keep the soul in climbing,' Grenier told Dodd.
'I think that soul is going away now. I don't think I will be able to do anything
against it. It will get worse. I think there are a lot of things coming which
are killing the spirit of alpinism.'

Grenier had deep reservations about what some of his contemporaries
were doing to garner attention, to create what amounts to a brand name
which can be exploited in a fairly predictable round of lectures and product
endorsements. He was openly critical of Catherine Destivelle, who had
just completed a new route solo on the west face of the Petit Dru in 11
days. 'I admire her. But not at all like I admired Bonatti. I don't think
there's any comparison between what she's done and what Bonatti did.'

Dodd also paid close attention to the victims of a growing public and
commercial thirst for daredevils that produced seminal fIlms like Christophe
Profit's Trilogie Pour Un Homme Seulbut left French alpinism frothing at the
mouth with over-excitement. He cited the tragic death of Bruno Gouvy,
who perished attempting to snowboard down the Y couloir on the Aiguille
d'Argentiere while shooting a commercial, and that of Jean-Marc Boivin,
who died while BASE-jumping for a French television documentary.
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Gouvy was a wild child who, his friends suggested, would have met a
similar fate sooner or later with or without the support of his sponsors,
Marlboro cigarettes. Boivin was an altogether shrewder and more
accomplished alpinist who once said, 'If you play Russian roulette too often,
you end up finding the bullet., Boivin found his bullet leaping off the Angel
Falls in Venezuela on 17 February, 1990, aged 38.

Rereading this article, with the benefit of over a decade's hindsight, some
of it seems prescient, some of it seems a little too apocalyptic and some of
it jumps out at me very much for the first time, like this comment from
Ivano Ghiradini. Ghiradini was one of those outsiders, like Christophe
Profit, who was never accepted by the intensely jealous and competitive
guiding scene in the Chamonix valley. He remains one of the awkward
squad, a friend of Serge Gousseault who died climbing the Grandes Jorasses
with Rene Desmaison in 1971 in circumstances that remain controversial.

'Climbers write too much,' he complained in Dodd's piece. 'Every climber
who does something writes about it. They're presented as heroes, and I
think it's dangerous.' The philosopher Daniel Dennett once said that human
beings are libraries' way of making new books. Maybe climbing books and
magazines make new climbers?

Twenty years ago, when I was launching a climbing magazine and trying
to push my rock-climbing standard in spite of an absence of any observable
talent, I assumed that I would continue to write about climbing long after
I stopped doing it. As it turns out, the reverse is true. I find myself now just
as absorbed and enthused by the strange restlessness that drove me to take
up climbing almost three decades ago. The simple act of studying a map
can lift my heart. Sometimes, on a frosty morning walking in the Peak
District, I'll hear a cock crowing and catch the smell of wood smoke and be
transported to the Himalaya.

Whole worlds of landscape and memory can be thrown up from such
fragments. When I fall asleep listening to the curlew and the rush of waves
on a beach, or to the velvet nothingness of a night in the desert, then each
atom in the universe makes perfect sense to me. Writing about it, however,
has become a more difficult and questionable activity. More difficult,
because I now realise that I wrote about climbing to understand why we do
it. It seems to me a fascinating paradox in understanding human nature.
Why do something dangerous with no apparent chance of proportionate
reward? That's a slippery question to answer. .

Motivation for each of us as mountaineers is so different. I want to
disappear in nature, to find that state of mind of continuous present that
being among mountains engenders so readily. 'Quick now, here, now,
always - " TS Eliot wrote in Little Gidding. 'A condition of complete
simplicity / (Costing not less than everything).' Others most certainly do
not want to disappear in nature. They want to be aggrandised by nature,
to see extreme environments as adding value to themselves by their
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achievements or suffering. A few take those experiences back to the public
and demand - and get - attention, money, position.

I am really not criticising - honestly. Both philosophies are equally human.
Household gods insist on prodding me in the ribs, just like everybody else.
Like Cyndi, I don't want to spend all my working life in a thrift store,
although freelance journalism often feels like it. So how to balance the
depth and value of what goes on out there, with all the greed, competition
and complexities of life in what claims to be the real world?

That conflict has been familiar to most professional adventurers over the
years. Those who are most commercially exploitative spend the least time
thinking about this conundrum. Albert Smith, with his shows at the
Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly in the 1850s, was arguably the first mountain
eering celebrity, playing to packed houses every night and three matinees a
week, accruing a substantial fortune on the basis of a mountaineering career
that comprised one ascent of Mont Blanc.

Smith's guide was not an Anderegg or a Croz, but Phineas T Barnum,
originator of The Greatest Show on E-arth, and when Barnum was in town,
Smith invited him along to the Egyptian Hall. Barnum got quite a shock.
Several of the stories the impresario had told Smith over the years had been
written into the Mont Blanc show. Afterwards, during dinner at the Garrick
Club, Smith introduced Barnum to his friends as his mentor in the business,
and acknowledged his debt to the American. 'Of course, as a showman,'
Smith told him, 'you know very well that to win popular success, we have
to appropriate and adapt to our uses everything of the sort that we can get
hold of.' In other words, plagiarise.

Smith was a commercial and popular success without going through the
stress of being original, or even a 'proper' climber. That caused resentment.
But there was a public appetite for stories of adventure set in spectacular
landscapes that predated the growth of photography and Smith filled that
need. Romantic notions of the sublime were popularised not in print but in
entertainments, and Albert Smith's success was one of the more spectacular
results. Why should Smith care if others didn't regard him as a proper
mountaineer? He gave people what they wanted.

More than a century and a half later, it seems not much has changed.
The ghost of Albert Smith lingers on. The public still have an appetite for
spectacular portrayals of adventure in harsh environments and they don't
really care too much about the details. Norwegian polar travellers look on
bemused as the British media fete a sequence of rugged heroes who turn
modest polar journeys into bitter fights for survival, thereafter raking in the
cash on the corporate lecture circuit.

The Edwardian polar boys, needing to raise a lot more cash to reach
their objectives because their kit list included items like ice-breaking ships,
were switched on to the potential of a public profile more quickly than the
more fastidious mountaineers. Ernest Shackleton, for example, needed
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£60,000 for his trans-Antarctic expedition in 1914, around £4m in today's
money. Shackleton was an adroit self-publicist, however, and as a former
sub-editor himself, knew how to pitch a story. The London Mail caught
sight of him hustling for funds in January 1914, as he prepared to head
south that summer: 'The mercenary side of a Polar "stunt" is absorbing.
Any day you may see Sir Ernest, always alone, taxi-ing from one newspaper
office to another. He is trying to arrange the best terms and it is going to be
a battle royal.'

The chirpy cynicism of the London Mail is heart-warming. Too easily, we
fall into the trap that the whole country regarded polar explorers as somehow
emblematic of all that was good about Britain and the Empire. But here we
see Shackleton rumbled, as he whips up his own personal ambition into a
confection of imperial splendour. Film contracts were signed, his usual
ghost, Edward Saunders, was hired to write the book for Heinemann,
photographer Frank Hurley was brought on board to take the photographs
and the Daily Chronicle got the newspaper rights. Unhappily for Shackleton,
a Bosnian Serb called Gavrilo Princip trumped the story by shooting dead
the heir to the throne of the Austro-Hungarian empire.

Grand adventures look foolish against the backdrop of a global crisis.
Shackleton offered Endurance to the Admiralty but the First Lord, Winston
Churchill, waved them off, despite regarding polar exploration as 'a sterile
quest'. Leaving a nation consumed by war, however, would dent even the
most self-confident adventurer, and Shackleton struggled to offer some
justification in his last public utterance before sailing from Buenos Aires.
Britain, at the time, was reading news reports from the first Battle of Ypres:

We are leaving now to carry on our white warfare, and our farewell
message to our country is that we will do our best to make good. Our
thoughts and prayers will be with our brothers fighting at the front. We
hope in our small way to add victories in science and discovery to that
certain victory which our nation will achieve in the cause of honour
and liberty.

Shackleton's words reek of discomfort. Soon he disappeared from view
and Europe faced apocalypse. When first news of the expedition reached
London in March, 1916, Churchill wrote to his wife: 'Fancy that ridiculous
Shackleton and his South Pole - in the crash of the world.' By the end of
the war the great explorer was playing to half-empty houses twice daily at
the Philharmonic Hall in Great Portland Street. In an era of sacrifice, Scott's
absence held more appeal that Shackleton's survival. When he died,
Shackleton left debts of £40,000. Expedition clocks were sold to pay the
man who wrote South, Edward Saunders. After the Great War interest in
polar adventures waned. But stories of adventure are a trope of culture
t~ough the ages. And so a new public fascination with Everest and its
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technological cousin, aviation, grew, fed by the growing communications
industry. This irritated old-fashioned amateurs like Arthur Hinks,
secretary of the Mount Everest Committee,who regarded journalists as
'sharks and pirates' and ordered climbers on the 1921 reconnaissance not
to talk to them.

But alas, cold, hard cash is the unavoidable starting point for the grandest
dreams and in an age of mass media and commerce, the dream had become
the product. Hinks showed himself to be something of a pirate, holding
George Mallory to ransom over the expedition contract, putting his star
climber in a fmancial corner. The first two Everest expeditions made a
profit, partly because of media deals signed by the Committee, but it behaved
with abject cupidity in its dealings with Mallory, not quite on his uppers
but hoping to earn his living from his pen. Why should he not profit himself
from his courage and imagination, and not just enrich organizations lurking
behind flimsy screens of nationalism and duty?

Those weeks of indecision Mallory faced in late 1923, about whether or
not to go to Everest the following year, offer an exquisite illustration of
tensions modern climbers can recognise. He was caught on a web of his
own devising, the threads of love, responsibility, ambition, position and
the strongest strand of all, his passion for Everest. At the back of his mind
was the half-articulated conviction that if he could stand on the summit of
Everest, frustration and ambition would be extinguished, and replaced by
a steadier light.

Even so, Mallory told Ruth he wouldn't go. It took a visit from Geoffrey
Winthrop Young to scour doubt from Mallory's mind. Young's timely
intervention persuaded them George should think again. They should, he
suggested, consider the 'label of Everest' that would be affixed to the Mallory
name. That would secure the family's future. Ruth could see the sense in
that, of her husband returning to the field of battle, where men win glory.

'It seems rather a momentous step altogether,' George Mallory wrote to
Young after his visit, 'with a new job to find when I come back, but it will
not be a bad thing to give up the settled ease of this present life... I expect
I shall have no cause to regret your persuasion.' Nor did he.

How can you not, though, feel affection towards Mallory for turning his
back on the sensible, bourgeois option of getting his head down, for going
back on the road for a last shot at redemption. A little over 30 years later,
you can find Don Whillans fretting over the same conundrum, in the more
prosaic setting of a Carlisle building site, needing £1 SO to go to Masherbrum.
At least Don didn't have any kids, but the motivation of hunting out a life
less ordinary seems to me of the same cloth.

'The days of struggling in trenches so deep in mud and water that it was
impossible to keep the boots on your feet were relieved by the odd letter
from Bob [Downes] saying that the expedition plans were working out well.
As far as I was concerned, the departure date couldn't come soon enough.'
A few months later, Downes was dead, and Whillans found himself lecturing
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about the climb, his life falling into very different tracks from those followed
by many of his contemporaries. The crags proved anything but barren for
Whillans, even if the booze and fags dragged him down.

Others were more thoughtful. 'Why not spend the rest of my life doing
this sort of thing?' Eric Shipton wrote in Upon That Mountain, having escaped
the drudgery of climbing Everest for a spot of exploration with Lawrence
Wager. 'There was no way of life that I liked more, the scope appeared to
be unlimited, others had done it, vague plans had already begun to take
shape, why not put some of them into practice? It was a disturbing idea,
one which caused me much heart searching and many sleepless nights.
The most obvious snag, of course, was a lack of private means; but surely
such a mundane consideration could not be decisive?'

Shipton, in 1933, made an act of rebellion, a conscious decision to follow
his instinct to become a kind of superior hobo, a thinking-man's beatnik.
That choice, which was in essence subversive of what might be described
as the mountaineering establishment, cost him the leadership of the 1953
Everest expedition. John Hunt was a remarkable man, who left an enduring
and admirable legacy, but for me there is something irresistible about how
Shipton conducted himself.

His wife, Diana, could describe Shipton as 'rutWess' and with 'a need for
greatness'. Others might argue that I shouldn't mythologise. But most of us
live by myths, don't we? Better, surely, to pick a rewarding one. 'There are
few treasures,' Shipton wrote, 'of more lasting worth than the experience
of a way of life that is in itself wholly satisfying. Nothing can alter the fact
if for one moment in eternity we have really lived.'

Philippe Grenier's fears for the soul of alpinism were justified - to an
extent. Money really does change everything. The mountain world is in
the grip of a consumerist frenzy, making Grenier's world seem rather
admirable by comparison. Newspapers and television are interested either
in disasters or adventurers hunting attention and sponsorship rather than
Shipton's moments in eternity. Fame and wealth are determined in
mountaineering by your back-story and the competence of your publicist.
Stunts like the so-called Seven Summits are meaningless as mountaineering
challenges, but their very glibness attracts followers and shifts products.
All of this must have an impact on the public's understanding of what we do.

But has it had an impact on, if you'll forgive the term, proper moun
taineering? You could argue that the obsession in the Himalaya with
peak-bagging, which was pretty much underway when Grenier was voicing
his fears, has meant little progress since the halcyon days of the 1980s.
Much of it has been driven by a professional desire to fill lecture halls and
satisfy sponsors. But I wouldn't force the point. There are too many
exceptions to that rule: Mick Fowler, Nick Bullock, Ian Parnell, Steve House,
Vince Anderson, Andrew Lindlblade, Athol Whimp - it's quite a list.
(And, I should add, among those peak-baggers are some deeply impressive
mountaineers.)
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Of those men from that list whom I know, all of them can tell at a glance
what's meaningful in climbing, and what is not. Media attention and
sponsorship deals seem hilarious distractions by comparison. Ultimately,
what the media thinks or publishes doesn't matter, not in the long run.
And the money? I suppose we could ask Reinhold Messner what he'd like
to be remembered for, soloing Everest in 1980, or owning a castle.

We are familiar still with the names of Whymper, Mummery and other
giants of the Victorian era but the name Albert Smith means more to cultural
historians, because of his innovative presentations, in an era before
photography, than it does to modern mountaineers. At the height of his
fame, his contemporaries in the Alpine Club, of which he was a founder
member, were resentfully dismissive of someone who had to be carried to
the summit of Mont Blanc by his guides, making a fortune. He died a
millionaire, in today's terms, but aged just 44, from a lung infection. Money
doesn't change absolutely everything, does it?
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